INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

The cell surface receptor Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) is an important factor in the pathogenesis and progression of several human cancers ([@B1]). Along with ErbB2/HER-2, ErbB3/HER-3 and ErbB4/HER-4, it belongs to the ErbB family of protein kinase receptors. Up to seven physiological ligands (i. e. EGF, TGF-α, etc.) have been identified that are able to activate EGFR by driving its homo- or hetero-dimerization. Physiologically, this activity is required in normal cell growth and proliferation comprising the maintenance of normal intestinal functions and homeostasis ([@B2]). However, EGFR overexpression or mutations that constitutively activate this receptor are known oncogenic drivers ([@B3]). Relevant examples of cancers connected to an aberrant activation of EGFR are non-small cell lung cancer, breast cancer and glioblastoma ([@B4]). Currently available therapeutic agents used to counteract the upregulation of EGFR are tyrosine kinases inhibitors and humanized monoclonal antibodies against the receptor extracellular domain. Both treatments are designed to switch off the kinase activity and, consequently, the signal transduction. Unfortunately, their efficacy is severely impaired by either intrinsic or acquired resistance, often deriving from a selection of pre-existing subclones ([@B5]). Several mechanisms can contribute to this phenomenon i. e. amplification of alternative pathways to activate common downstream factors able to promote cell proliferation or the expression of mutated forms of EGFR. Among them, worth of mention are the gatekeeper T790M mutation which increases the affinity of the receptor for ATP in its binding pocket ([@B6]).

The gene that codifies for EGFR is located on chromosome 7p12--13. Using *in silico* analytical tools it was discovered that sequences in *EGFR* gene at positions −37 and −272 from the transcriptional start site (TSS) potentially form G-quadruplex (G4) structures ([@B7],[@B8]). G4s are four-stranded helical structures that can be formed by single-stranded guanine-rich DNA (and RNA) oligonucleotides. G4s arise from Hoogsteen hydrogen bonding of four guanines arranged in a planar G-quartet ([@B9]). Stacking of two or more G-quartets leads to formation of a G4 that is further stabilized by monovalent cations. The considerable structural diversity is characteristic for DNA G4s. It was shown that factors such as primary sequence, especially number of G-tracts and their length, number of assembling DNA molecules, length of loops, orientation of strands, type of cations and other external factors importantly influence the structure of G4 ([@B10]--[@B15]). G4s can adopt parallel, antiparallel and (3+1) hybrid topologies characterized by different orientation of the four strands. It was demonstrated that proteins like DNA and RNA helicases can selectivity recognize the topology of G4 ([@B16],[@B17]). The transition between different topologies could be induced by changing the type of cations, adding different cosolutes and crowding agents ([@B11],[@B18],[@B19]). Loops that connect guanine residues involved in G-quartets have an important role in overall folding and stability of G4s ([@B12]). Three basic types of loops are characteristic for G4s; propeller, lateral and diagonal loops ([@B20]). Orientation of loop depends on number and nature of nucleotides in loops as well strand orientation and number of G-quartets they traverse ([@B12]). Some long(er) loops have been found to adopt a well-defined structures. It has been shown that hairpin-like loop structures increase thermodynamic stability of G4s ([@B12]). It is noteworthy, that G4s are not the only structures that can be formed by G-rich sequences. According to recent reports they can adopt other non-canonical structures such as G-hairpin and AGCGA-quadruplexes ([@B21]--[@B23]).

The formation of G4 structures in human cells has been demonstrated clearly ([@B24]--[@B29]). G-rich regions are found in telomeric regions. In addition, bioinformatic genome analysis showed that they frequently cluster upstream of the TSS of many oncogenes ([@B30]). Compared to telomeres, G4-forming sequences found in promotor regions are more diverse with varying number and length of G-tracts and intersecting residues resulting in potential formation of multiple G4s. It was demonstrated that formation of G4 in promoter regions can be involved in regulation of gene transcription. Investigations into structural features of G4s enable structure based design of ligands that would bind to and stabilize G4 structures. Indeed, in promotor regions, G4 stabilization by small-molecule ligands frequently results in the suppression of gene expression ([@B31]--[@B34]). The silencing of *EGFR* transcription by promoting G4 formation in its promotor could thus represent a powerful complementary therapeutic strategy to the currently available treatments.

With the aim to explore the formation of G4 in the promotor region of the *EGFR* gene, we focused on the 30 nt sequence named EGFR-272 d\[[GGGG]{.ul}ACC[GGG]{.ul}TCCAGA[GGGG]{.ul}CAGTGCT[GGG]{.ul}\] that starts at positions −272 from the TSS. With the use of spectroscopic and electrophoretic techniques we describe its structural features in ionic conditions comparable to those found in the intracellular environment. The experimental data clearly established formation of G4 with additional Watson--Crick GC base pairs within the loop regions. The effect of individual guanine and cytosine residues on the folding of EGFR-272 in the presence of K^+^ ions has been tested rigorously with several spectroscopic methods including nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). We identified two main G4 forms of EGFR-272, a kinetically favored (3+1) hybrid and a slowly forming parallel one, both comprised of three stacked G-quartets.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

Oligonucleotides {#SEC2-1}
----------------

Oligonucleotides (Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) were purchased from Metabion International AG (German) and resuspended in milliQ water and then purified by electrophoretic technique (EGRF-272: 5′-GGG GAC CGG GTC CAG AGG GGC AGT GCT GGG-3′. The EGFR-272, ΔG1, G4T, G4,17T and G4,20T were also synthesized on K&A Laborgeraete GbR DNA/RNA Synthesizer. In all cases, the standard phosphoramidite chemistry was used. Deprotection and cleavage from the solid support was done with the use of aqueous ammonia at 55°C for 12 h. The crude oligonucleotides were then purified by RP-HPLC and desalted, before use.

###### Sequences of oligonucleotides used in this work

  Oligonucleotide   Sequence                                                                               
  ----------------- ------------- ---------- ----- ----- --------- ----- ---------- ----- ---------- ----- -----
  EGFR-272          5′-           GGGG       ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGGG       CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  EGFR-272-p        **5′-phos**   GGGG       ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGGG       CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  ΔG1               5′-           **/**GGG   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGGG       CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G1T               5′-           **T**GGG   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGGG       CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G2T               5′-           G**T**GG   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGGG       CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G3T               5′-           GG**T**G   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGGG       CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G4T               5′-           GGG**T**   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGGG       CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G17T              5′-           GGGG       ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   **T**GGG   CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G18T              5′-           GGGG       ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   G**T**GG   CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G19T              5′-           GGGG       ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GG**T**G   CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G20T              5′-           GGGG       ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGG**T**   CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  ΔG1-G20T          5′-           **/**GGG   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGG**T**   CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G1,20T            5′-           **T**GGG   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGG**T**   CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G4,17T            5′-           GGG**T**   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   **T**GGG   CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G4,18T            5′-           GGG**T**   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   G**T**GG   CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G4,19T            5′-           GGG**T**   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GG**T**G   CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G4,20T            5′-           GGG**T**   ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGG**T**   CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  C12,13T           5′-           GGGG       ACC   GGG   T**TT**   AGA   GGGG       CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′
  G25T-C26T         5′-           GGGG       ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGGG       CAG   T**TT**T   GGG   −3′
  ΔT27              5′-           GGGG       ACC   GGG   TCC       AGA   GGGG       CAG   TGC**/**   GGG   −3′
  M~22~             5′-           GGAT       GTG   AGT   GTG       AGT   GTGA       GG                     −3′
  M~30~             5′-           GTTG       ACC   GTG   TCC       AGA   GTGG       CAG   TGCT       GGG   −3′

In bold, mutated residues.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------------------------

^32^P end-labeled single-stranded oligonucleotides were obtained by incubating the oligonucleotides with T4 polynucleotide Kinase (M-Medical S.r.l., Italy) and \[γ-^32^P\] ATP (Perkin Elmer S.p.a., Italy) for 30 min at 37°C. The enzyme was then removed by extraction with phenol/chloroform/isoamylic alcohol (25:24:1). A mixture of purified labelled and unlabelled oligonucleotides (total final concentration 1 μM) was heated to 95°C for 5 min in 10 mM Tris, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), pH 8.0 buffer at increasing KCl concentrations and let to cool overnight at room temperature. The folding of the starting material was monitored by native 20% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in 0.5× TBE (44.5 mM Tris base, 44.5 mM boric acid and 1 mM Na~2~EDTA) added of 10 mM KCl. Resolved bands were visualized and quantified on a Phosphor Imager (STORM 840, Pharmacia Biotech Amersham).

Thermal differential spectrum (TDS) {#SEC2-3}
-----------------------------------

The thermal difference spectrum was obtained by subtracting of the oligonucleotide UV-spectra at 25°C from the one recorded at 95°C (below and above the oligo melting temperature respectively). The experiments were performed in 10 mM NaCacodilate, 150 mM KCl pH 7.0. The resulting thermal difference spectra have been normalized to the value of 1 at the maximal intensity ([@B35]). Before the thermal difference spectra, the CD signal of the oligo in the same buffer has been recorded.

Circular dichroism (CD) measurements {#SEC2-4}
------------------------------------

Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were acquired on a Jasco J 810 spectropolarimeter equipped with a Peltier temperature controller using 10 mm path length cells. Before data acquisition, oligo solutions (ca. 4 μM in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5) were heated at 95°C for 5 min and cooled overnight at room temperature. The reported spectrum of each sample represents the average of three scans recorded with 1-nm step resolution. For kinetic analyses, a single CD spectrum was acquired every 2 min. Thermal denaturation experiments were performed by heating the sample by 2°C and allowing sample equilibration before spectra acquisition. Observed ellipticities were converted to mean residue ellipticity \[Θ\] = deg x cm^2^ x dmol^−1^ (Mol. Ellip.).

SVD analysis {#SEC2-5}
------------

Multiple wavelength CD experiments were analyzed using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) analysis ([@B36],[@B37]). The entire dataset forms a matrix, called D matrix, in which each row corresponds to a single wavelength and each column refers to a acquisition time. The applied analytical tool broke up the D matrix into three different submatrices according to the relation: D = U × S × V; where S matrix keeps information about the importance of every species contributing to the dichroic signal; U matrix contains information related to the spectral shapes of the significant species; V matrix indicates how the spectral changes occur over time. The S values and U and V autocorrelation coefficients allow determining the number of species that significantly contribute to the dichroic changes, thus selecting the significant V eingenvectors.

For kinetic CD experiment the significant V eingenvectors were globally fitted by applying different kinetic models and the best fitting was obtained using a first order mono-exponential kinetic model, $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\begin{equation*}{\theta _{{\rm{t}},\lambda }} = {\theta _{\infty ,\lambda }} + {\theta _\lambda } \cdot {e^{( - k \cdot t)}}\end{equation*}\end{document}$$where, θ~t,λ~ is the value of signal at time t, θ~∞,λ~ is the final value of the signal, θ~λ~ is amplitude factor for the exponential, k is the kinetic constant. The fitting parameters formed the so-called H matrix that allowed us to determine the spectral shapes of the species contributing to the dichroic signal.

Dimethyl sulfate (DMS) footprinting {#SEC2-6}
-----------------------------------

For each reaction, 150 000 cpm; ca. 300 ng of 32P-labeled DNA were annealed 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 in the presence/absence of 200 mM KCl. The samples were loaded onto a 20% polyacrylamide gel in 1×TBE and the solved bands were extracted by crushed and soak in the same buffer. The recovered DNA solutions were added of 0.4% dimethyl sulfate (DMS) (25 μl EtOH, 5 μl DMS, 20 μl milliQ water) and 1 μM ctDNA (final concentration) in 50 μl total volume. After 5 min incubation at r.t. the reaction was stopped with 3.5 μl of β-mercaptoethanol and 10 μl of 40% glycerol. DNA samples were ethanol precipitated and further incubated for 30 min at 90°C in 100 μl of diluted piperidine (1:10 in milliQ water). Finally, the samples were dried, washed two times with 20 μl of milliQ water and loaded on a 20% denaturing polyacrylamide sequencing gel along with Maxam and Gilbert purine marker.

Preparation of NMR samples {#SEC2-7}
--------------------------

Oligonucleotides for NMR samples were dissolved in H~2~O with 10% of ^2^H~2~O and titrated with aliquots 3 M KCl solutions to a finale concentration ranging from 50 to 200 mM K^+^ ions. pH values of samples were adjusted to 7.0 with the 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer and to 8.0 with the 10 mM Tris buffer. Strand concentration in the samples was from 2.6 μM to 0.4 mM and was determined by UV absorption at 260 nm using UV/VIS Spectrophotometer Varian CARY-100 BIO UV-VIS.

NMR spectroscopy {#SEC2-8}
----------------

NMR spectra were recorded on Agilent (Varian) NMR System 300, 600 and 800 MHz spectrometers at 25°C in 90%/10% H~2~O/^2^H~2~O. ^1^H NMR spectra were recorded with the use of the DPFGSE solvent suppression method. NMR spectra were processed and analyzed by using VNMRJ 4.2 (Varian Inc.) and the Sparky (UCSF) software. All NMR spectra were referenced to the TMSP.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

EGFR-272 shows distinct conformational features in the presence/absence of KCl {#SEC3-1}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the potential of EGFR-272 to fold into a defined G4 secondary structure, we investigated the effect of KCl as a G4 stabilizer/inducer. When loaded on a native polyacrylamide gel, EGFR-272 runs essentially as a single band comprised between a 22 and a 30-mers (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, samples containing increasing concentrations of KCl showed a second band characterized by a higher electrophoretic mobility. Due to its reduced hydrodynamic volume, this form can be easily referred to an intramolecular folded form. Interestingly, a thermal differential spectrum analysis on the KCl-containing sample showed a negative pick at about 295--300 nm and of two positive bands at about 245 and 270 nm (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B35]). These evidences sustain the folding of EGFR-272 into a G4 conformation in KCl concentrations (150 mM) comparable to those find in the intracellular environment. In full agreement, ^1^H NMR spectrum of EGFR-272 revealed signals between δ 10.35 and 12.00 ppm which are characteristic of imino protons of guanine residues involved in G-quartets as building blocks of G4 structures (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, the signals observed between δ 12.70 and 12.90 ppm indicated formation of GC base pairs ([@B38],[@B39]).

![(**A**) Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) of EGFR-272 annealed in the presencee of increasing KCl concentrations. Lane 0 and EGFR refer to the oligonucleotide annealed in the absence of the metal ion; lanes M~22~ and M~30~ refer to random sequences 22 and 30 residues long; U and F to the unfolded and folded form of EGFR-272, respectively. (**B**) Thermal differential spectrum of 4 μM EGFR-272 previously annealed in 150 mM KCl. (**C**) Imino region of ^1^H NMR spectrum of 0.1 mM EGFR-272 recorded at 100 mM KCl, pH 7.0, 25°C on a 800 MHz spectrometer.](gkx678fig1){#F1}

More than double number of imino signals in ^1^H NMR spectrum than expected for a three G-quartet G4 indicated the formation of multiple G4 forms. This is not surprising since EGFR-272 sequence contains four guanine (G) tracts in which the guanine residues are repeated 4-3-4-3 times, respectively, that can differently pair thus producing variable G4 arrangements. To get better insights on EGFR-272 conformational features, we performed CD studies (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The CD spectrum of the oligonucleotide in the absence of KCl presents three main bands thus indicating the occurrence of a pre-folded state: this would actually explain the slightly higher electrophoretic mobility rate of EGFR-272 in comparison to a random 30-mer. In line, a theoretical prediction indicates the possible formation of different hairpins with melting temperatures comprised between 35 and 39°C and repeated melting/annealing cycles monitored by recording the CD signal at 260 nm showed a reversible melting process within this temperature range although with a not well-defined thermal transition ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![CD spectra of 4 μM EGFR-272 acquired in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 25°C in the absence (solid black line) and in the presence of increasing concentrations of KCl (dashed black line refers to 200 mM KCl) (**A**) and corresponding relative variation of the dichroic signal recorder at 265 nm as a function of metal ion concentration (**B**). In (**C**) the time-dependent variation of CD spectrum of 4 μM EGFR-272 in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 25°C upon addition of KCl is reported (1 acquisition/120 s). Black line refers to the sample in the absence of KCl, dotted-dashed line to the one acquired immediately after addition of 200 mM KCl, dotted line to the one after equilibration. The derived relative variations of the dichroic signal recorder at 265 and 290 nm as a function of incubation time are reported in (**D**).](gkx678fig2){#F2}

Addition of the monovalent cation extensively altered the oligonucleotide CD spectrum according to a process that, in agreement with polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) data, was associated to a metal ion half maximal effective concentration EC~50~ = 38 ± 2 μM (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The observed spectral variations were not extremely fast and required about 30 min to reach equilibrium (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In these conditions, the metal ion induced a positive signal at about 265 nm and a negative one close to 240 nm that is reminiscent of a parallel G4. However, a significant shoulder at 290 nm is preserved and, even upon careful equilibration of the sample after each KCl addition, not well resolved isodichroic points are present. Noteworthy, the formation rate of the 290 nm contribution was much faster than the one at 265 nm (Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This picture anticipates the formation of at least two G4 conformations comprising both parallel and antiparallel components.

This model was further supported by an SVD analysis of the oligonucleotide CD spectra acquired at different incubation time after addition of 200 mM KCl. As anticipated, the very first step was extremely fast and this prevents us to kinetically analyze it according to the applied protocol. Thus, we moved to consider the slower part that comprises only spectra acquired after the addition of the metal ion thus removing from the analysis the contribution of the metal-free oligonucleotide (spectra ranging from the dashed-dotted line up to the dotted one in Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Data analysis indicated that two main species are sufficient to properly describe this second folding process ([Supplementary Figure S2A and B](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Accordingly, the two significant derived V eingenvectors were satisfactorily described by a global mono-exponential process ([Supplementary Figure S2C and D](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The derived fitting parameters allowed us to obtain the actual spectral shapes of the two folded forms in solution that are reported in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Among them, one can easily be referred to a parallel (Form 2) and the other one to a hybrid G4 (Form 1). The shape of the equilibrated EGFR-272 does not correspond to any of the two deconvoluted forms thus suggesting they coexist in solution.

![Generated CD spectra for the two folded species (Form 1 and Form 2 in solid and dashed lines, respectively) derived from SVD analysis of the time-dependent titration of EGFR-272 in 200 mM KCl, 25°C (**A**) and temperature-dependent relative variations of the dichroic signals of EGFR-272 recorded at 265 and 290 nm in 10 mM Tris, 200 mM KCl, pH 7.5 (**B**).](gkx678fig3){#F3}

Their stabilities were analyzed by following the melting profile of EGFR-272 after proper equilibration in 200 mM KCl ([Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In these conditions, EGFR-272 showed a fully reversible thermal denaturation profile. Analysis of the CD signal in the whole wavelength range derived from spectra acquired at increasing temperatures indicates that three species are significantly changing along the process. Comparison of the melting profile acquired at 265 versus 290 nm (the two wavelength corresponding to the more intense dichroic contribution of the two main forms) showed a modest, although significant, difference in the melting temperature (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, a *T*~m1~ = 63.4 ± 0.2°C and a *T*~m2~ = 64.6 ± 0.2°C were determined at 265 and 290 nm, respectively. This points toward the presence of two main forms with, unexpectedly, very similar thermal stabilities or to a large prevalence of one form over the other.

This prompted us to investigate which were the most relevant guanines involved in the G-tetrads pairing. Thus, we isolated the high mobility band resolved by PAGE and we treated the extracted product(s) according to the DMS footprinting protocol in order to detect the guanines involved in the G4 tetrads as bases protected from the chemical modification ([@B40]). Results are summarized in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. Comparison of the DMS footprinting traces obtained in the presence and in the absence of KCl showed a clear metal-induced protection of the guanine triplets at positions 8--10 and 27--30. Within the G17-G20 tract G20 was always clearly exposed to the cleavage reaction as well as the isolated G15, G23 and G25. Conversely, it was less easy to unambiguously attribute G-quartets pairing within the G1--4 guanines repeat.

![DMS footprinting of EGFR-272 in the absence/presence of 200 mM KCl (**A**). The densitometric analyses of the lanes corresponding to samples prepared in the absence (blue line) and in the presence of the metal ion (cyan line) are reported in (**B**).](gkx678fig4){#F4}

Mutation of selected guanines in EGFR-272 alters its conformational arrangement {#SEC3-2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To solve this lacking information we decided to analyze some oligonucleotides containing one or two G→T mutations within the two stretches formed by four consecutive guanines.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) of the oligonucleotides annealed in 200 mM KCl showed clear differences among the tested sequences (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Mutation of either G1 or G4 poorly affected the extent of the folded fraction in comparison to the wt sequence thus suggesting that a shuffling of the guanines forming this G4 column is actually possible. Conversely, as expected, mutation of the G17 (G17T) almost completely prevents the formation of any high electrophoretic mobility form. Thus, in this third G4 column, no recruitment of other guanines is accepted. Nevertheless, peculiar data derived upon mutation of G20. Indeed, although footprinting results indicated that for the wt sequence G20 was not involved in G-quartet pairing, the G20T sequence remains largely unfolded (≈65%). Unexpectedly, the folded fraction was split into two well resolved bands (B1 and B2). Using them as markers, it can be noticed that whereas for EGFR-272 and G1T the fastest band is almost totally absent, with G4T the metal ion induces only the more compact form although to a minor percentage.

![(**A**) EMSA of EGFR-272 and selected mutants annealed in 200 mM KCl. Lane M~22~ refers to a random sequence 22 residues long, U to the unfolded oligonucleotides and B1 and B2 to two high electrophoretic mobility forms. On the bottom, the melting temperatures derived by recording the CD signal at 265 nm in 200 mM KCl, is reported. In (**B**) the quantification of B1 and B2 with reference to the total DNA amount is reported.](gkx678fig5){#F5}

To get clearer insights on these folded forms, we acquired the CD spectrum of all the mutated sequences both in the absence and presence of 200 mM KCl as well as the corresponding melting profiles (Figures [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![CD spectra of EGFR-272 single mutations in the first G-tract (**A**) or in the third one along with double mutations (**B**) acquired in 10 mM Tris, 200 mM KCl, pH 7.5, 25°C.](gkx678fig6){#F6}

In the absence of KCl, the spectral features of the tested sequences were variable. This is likely related to the aforementioned occurrence of hairpins formations as highlighted by the variation in the oligonucleotides electrophoretic mobility in native conditions which is actually elicited in denaturating one ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After annealing in KCl, the acquired CD spectra present a picture that well parallels EMSA results (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

Among oligonucleotides containing a single mutation, G17 was confirmed to be essential for G4 formation and stability. Indeed, upon its substitution with a T (G17T), a low dichroic signal was recorded which was lost at quite low temperature.

The mutations of G1 as well as G4 did not prevent the overall folding of the nucleic acid thus further supporting that a shuffling of the guanines forming the first column within the G4 is acceptable. The slight lower stability of the folded G1T (*T*~m~ 56.6°C at 265 nm) derives from a limited reduction of the affinity for the metal ion and fits with the presence of a small fraction of unfolded DNA when resolved by PAGE. It is worth to underline that the G4T mutant showed a CD signal overlapping the one corresponding to the wt EGRF-272 at 290 nm but a lower one at 265 nm, thus suggesting a redistribution of the relative amounts of the folded forms.

Unexpectedly, the removal of the first G1 (ΔG1) did not provide a CD profile comparable to the wt EGFR-272 or to its closely related G1T. Indeed the dichroic spectrum of ΔG1 showed two well resolved maxima at 265 and 290 nm which relative ratio parallels the one obtained for G4T. Consistently, the melting temperature determined at 265 nm is notable (*T*~m~ 65.0°C).

Striking result was obtained with the G20T mutant. G20 was not expected to be involved in G-quartet pairing. However, G20T had a CD signal at 265 nm (as well as the melting temperature herein detected corresponding to 56.4°C) extremely reduced whereas the contribution at 290 nm was actually reinforced. When the G20T mutation was associated to G4T or G1T mutation, the effect was even more dramatic: both sequences with two mutations showed CD intensities comparable (G4,20T) or even lower (G1,20T) with reference to G17T. Thus, we can suggest that G20 although not directly involved in G-quartet pairing might contribute to drive G4 formation, possibly by providing an external capping or through interactions with other bases in loop(s).

Small modifications in the first G-tract of EGFR-272 leads to two well-defined G4 forms {#SEC3-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Despite trying many different experimental conditions and annealing protocols, we were not able to reduce the structural diversity of EGFR-272 in ^1^H NMR samples ([Supplementary Figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Furthermore, in order to trap only one G4 fold in solution we enlarged the mutant library up to 16 different mutated EGFR-272 oligonucleotides, which included an added phosphate group at the 5′-end (EGFR-272p), the removal of G1 residue (ΔG1) and 14 oligonucleotides with one or two G→T mutations (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).

![Imino region of ^1^H NMR spectra of EGFR-272 and mutants. NMR spectra were recorded at 0.1 mM concentration of the oligonucleotide per strand, pH 7.0, 25°C on 800 MHz spectrometer. The concentration of K^+^ ions was 50 mM for G3T, G17T, G18T, ΔG1,G20T; 70 mM for ΔG1, G4T, G4,18T and 100 mM for all other samples. The sequences of mutants are presented in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.](gkx678fig7){#F7}

For ΔG1 and G4T mutants, we observed 24 narrow and resolved signals in ^1^H NMR spectra between δ 10.30 and 12.05 ppm indicating formation of well-defined G4 forms (vide infra). In the case of G1T and G4,20T mutants, the high number of imino signals in ^1^H NMR spectra demonstrated the presence of multiple G4 structures in the samples. These results suggested that the removal of G1 in ΔG1 was more favorable to stabilize two major forms in NMR samples in comparison to its mutation with T (G1T). Interestingly, the phosphate group added at the 5′-end in the EGFR-272p mutant greatly influenced the folding of the oligonucleotide as it can derive from the observed four broad signals in imino region between δ 10.70 and 14.00 ppm. A similar pattern of imino signals in ^1^H NMR spectra was detected also for G2T, ΔG1-G20T and G1,20T mutants. This pattern of signals does not support formation of G4 structures. While changes in the first G-tracts resulted in resolved signals in NMR spectra of two different major G4 forms, modifications in the third tract did not lead to well-defined structures. In the case of G17T, G18T, G4,18T and G4,19T mutants, no or only minor signals were detected in the imino region of ^1^H NMR spectra indicating that the modified guanine residues play a vital role in G-tetraplex folding and structural integrity. No imino signals were detected also for G3T mutant. For G19T and G20T we observed additional signal at around δ 13.8 ppm besides imino signals involved in Hoogsteen and Watson--Crick G-C base pairs. This signal could indicate an additional base paired thymine residue or the presence of the form observed also in the NMR samples of some other mutants (e. g. G1,20T).

Interestingly, by comparing double mutants (ΔG1-G20T and G1,20T) we observed that they share a very similar pattern of signals in the imino region of ^1^H NMR spectra (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, for double mutants of residue G4 and all four guanine residues in the third G-tract we observed no signals in imino region for G4,18T and G4,19T. Only imino signals between δ 11.10 and 11.90 ppm were observed for G4,17T mutant. The imino region of the ^1^H NMR spectrum of G4,20T mutant was more similar to EGFR-272 with signals between δ 10.43 and 12.00 ppm and a very broad signal at δ 12.90 ppm (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). It is noteworthy that similar spectral characteristics point to comparable structural elements, but not necessary to the same structure.

Due to the better peaks resolution provided by ΔG1 and G4T mutants, they were studied in more detail with the use of 2D NOESY spectra. In the case of both mutants, we could distinguish between two sets of signals based on intensity in the imino region between δ 10.30 and 12.05 ppm of 1D ^1^H and 2D NOESY spectra (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figures S7 and 8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Each set was comprised of 12 signals. The number and intensity of signals suggested the formation of two monomeric G4s each consisting of three G-quartets. The ratio between the two forms was ≈65:35 and ≈60:40 for ΔG1 and G4T, respectively and was not dependent on K^+^ ion concentration as shown by titration experiments ([Supplementary Figure S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For both mutants we detected at least three broad signals in the region between δ 12.80 and 13.00 ppm that are characteristics for imino protons involved in Watson--Crick GC base pairs. The aromatic-anomeric region of 2D NOESY NMR spectra revealed four very intense intermolecular NOE cross-peaks between H8 and H1′ protons that indicated a *syn* orientation of at least four guanine residues in the case of ΔG1 as well as G4T ([Supplementary Figures S10 and 11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This is consistent with one of the G4 forms occupying a (3+1) hybrid strand orientation for each mutant. However, further investigation beyond the scope of this study is needed for more detailed high-resolution structural data.

To asses if the predicted two folded forms identified for ΔG1 and G4T are adopted also by the wt oligonucleotide, we referred to the basic spectra obtained by deconvolution of CD profile of EGFR-272. We found that also the experimentally acquired CD spectra of ΔG1, G1T and G4T are well described by proper combination of these two datasets ([Supplementary Figure S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Interestingly, the relative weights of the two forms cluster our oligonucleotides into two groups: the first one comprising of EGFR-272 and G1T in which Form 2 counts for ≈70% of the entire population, the second one groups ΔG1 and G4T in which, in agreement with NMR data, the ratio is reversed to about 60% of Form 1 (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

![Prediction of the distribution of Form 1 and Form 2 in the folded population as derived from deconvolution of the experimental CD spectra of selected oligonucleotides based on the SVD-generated dataset reported in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.](gkx678fig8){#F8}

The third loop contributes in defining the relative distribution among the two main G4 forms {#SEC3-4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The so far collected data confirmed that when EGFR-272 and its related mutants fold into G4 two forms are the most relevant. However no explanation was derived for the critical contribution of G20 to the folding efficiency. In particular, the massive reduction of G4 formation by G20T suggests that both forms might benefit from interactions with G20. It is worth to remind that according to NMR and footprinting data, G20 results inserted in a very long loop and any condition that freezes it in a fixed position is expected to be favorable for G4 stability. Actually, NMR of G4 folded systems always contains peaks attributable to GC pairs.

With this in mind, we observed that the second loop contains two cytosines that eventually can pair with G20 to form an extended cupping element and thus strengthening its contribution to G4 stability. Furthermore, also within the third loop two Watson--Crick GC pairs can occur between G20-C21 and G25-C26. This pairing is expected to support the formation of a stable hairpin within the loop thus decreasing its flexibility. To dissect among these two different models, we analyzed by CD spectroscopy an additional set of EGFR-272 mutants in which we selectively modified these two loops (Figure [9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

![CD spectra of EGFR-272-related sequences containing mutations in the loops acquired in 10 mM Tris, 200 mM KCl, pH 7.5, 25°C (**A**). Variation of the CD spectra acquired in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 25°C of 4 μM ΔT27 upon addition of 200 mM KCl as a function of incubation time (1 acquisition/120 s); dashed black line correspond to the end of the titration (**B**).](gkx678fig9){#F9}

The mutation of the cytosines at position 12 and 13 (C12,13T) did not affect to a significant extent the G4 formation thus ruling out any relevant contribution from them to the G4 folding process.

On the opposite, the G25T-C26T double mutant showed a remarkably reduced tendency to fold. The CD spectrum showed that this mutation mostly influenced the parallel form, while the hybrid one was more preserved in comparison to EGFR-272. Unfavorable effects of G25 and C26 modifications on folding and structural integrity were evident also from ^1^H NMR spectrum ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The hump together with many superimposed and overlapped imino signals between δ 10.70 and 12.12 ppm indicated formation of aggregates and several multimeric structures. Very broad imino signals characteristic for GC base pairs were observed at δ 12.83 ppm. They probably do not belong to the same base pairs as in EGFR-272 due to their very different fingerprint of imino signals in comparison to G25T-C26T mutant ([Supplementary Figure S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggest that the third loop is organized in a hairpin-like structure stabilized by two GC base pairs. We believe that hairpin-like structures drive the G4 formation, since the decreased folding of the G25T-C26T mutant is most likely due to disruption of GC base pairs. It is noteworthy that pre-folded hairpin structures were observed in the absence of KCl as well ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

According to this model, it derives that in the wild-type EGFR-272, an unpaired T (T27) connects the G-tetrad and the steam of the loop (Figure [10](#F10){ref-type="fig"}). This thymine appears to be required to allow the orthogonal positioning of the loop double helical domain across a medium wide groove as the one present in an all parallel structure as the one corresponding to Form 2 of EGFR-272 ([@B41]).

![Schematic drawing of the main structural equilibrium occurring within EGFR-272. Guanines are shown in orange, adenines in magenta, cytosines in blue and thymines in green.](gkx678fig10){#F10}

Conversely, from a wide groove, as the one occurring between two antiparallel-oriented strands as expected in the hybrid Form 1, the hairpin can directly exit in a coaxial orientation with reference to the G4 core without loosing any base stacking and thus not impairing the overall stability of the system. Here, deletion of the connecting T27 on EGFR-272 (ΔT27) provided an oligonucleotide that preserves the ability to fold into G4. Additionally, it did not showed time-dependent structural rearrangements in agreement with the indication that the slow forming parallel Form 2 is not expected to favorably accommodate the hairpin steam when the oligonucleotide contains this constrain. Consistently, Form 1 dominates Form 2 in the folded fraction (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

EGFR represents a highly valuable target for anticancer treatment but with high demanding need for novel strategies to suppress its activity. In this connection, the presence of G-rich domains within its gene promoter is an attractive starting point which prompted us to explore its potential conformational rearrangements. Our data confirmed that the sequence located at position −272 from TSS can fold into G4 in the presence of physiological concentration of K^+^ ions. Interestingly, this sequence is not fully folded at lower metal ion concentrations thus suggesting a reliable structural plasticity within the cell which can be proficiently exploited to regulate gene expression by small ligands targeting.

Although it was not possible to solve a unique G4 structure, interesting peculiar structural features emerged. First of all, in our experimental conditions, two main folded forms were identified in solution and we succeeded to attribute them to a kinetically favored hybrid G4 corresponding to a (3+1) arrangement and to a slower forming parallel one, both comprising three stacked G-quartets. The easiest model would correspond to the full conversion of the first structure into the second one. However, this was not the case since we always found the two of them simultaneously present in solution. The resolution of the two forms was further hampered by their unexpected comparable affinities for the metal ion as well as by their similar thermal stabilities. Since EGFR-272 is quite rich in guanines, this led us to hypothesize the formation of distinct G4 structures deriving from the recruitment of different residues in the G-tetrads. In particular, our evidences indicated that among the four guanines at 5′-end, it exists the possibility of a shift of the residues involved in G4 pairing. Consistently, the recruitment of residues 1--3 and 2--4 to produce the two forms could be envisaged. Nevertheless, mutation studies elicited this hypothesis since both G1T and G4T containing only three guanines at 5′-end still contains a balanced contribution of the hybrid and parallel G4 folded forms. Only the absence of an unpaired nucleotide at 5′-modulates this ratio toward a preference for the hybrid form, as shown by the shared structures distribution between G4T and ΔG1.

By merging these data with the observation that G20 was not directly involved in G-tetrad formation, the emerging picture indicates that both G4 forms derive from pairing of the same guanines. This produces a general model in which three G-quartet stack one over the other and where the combination of 3/4, 6 and 8 nt long loops fit with the quite relevant concentration of KCl required to fully fold the sequence.

Unexpectedly, highly detrimental for G4 formation resulted the mutation of G20 located in the longest terminal loop which affect both the parallel and the hybrid form (G20T). This foresees a clear role of G20 as a stabilizing element. Insertion of proper mutations in the loops excluded the G20 pairing with a cytosine of the second loop. Conversely, it indicated that such a function is related to the formation of a hairpin within the third loop. It has been reported that G4 containing a long loop arranged in a hairpin can be joined to the duplex domain with different arrangement and energetic contribution according to the G4 geometry at the loop insertion points ([@B41]--[@B43]). By applying the proposed models to our sequence, we can propose that in the all parallel structure, the steam can be orthogonally inserted in the G4 groove. In our case, the energetic stabilization can be partly reduced by the presence of just one unpaired nucleotide at the junction (T27). Upon removal of this thymine (ΔT27), the stability of the overall system is not hampered. This suggests that the direct exit of the steam from a wide groove as the one occurring between the two antiparallel-oriented strands in a (3+1) structure. This corresponds also to the kinetically favored form which maximally benefits the preformed arrangement of the sequence.

Thus, in conclusion the unique base composition of the long-third loop of EGFR-272 is suitable to provide the energetic contributions that are required to describe the fascinating structural equilibria of EGFR-272.
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